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Motivation Letter 
 
Participating in the Chamber's activities since arriving in Shanghai, I first decided to be engaged with 
Working-group level activities, and then, since 2 years now, within the Shanghai Chapter Board. This 
year – in March 2021, I have been elected Shanghai Chapter Chair for the 'Investment Working Group', 
this after two terms of being the National Chair. 
 
The engagement in the working Group ever since was particularly rewarding , as with my colleagues we 
have been to convey consistently the view of 'reciprocity' in the mind of those visiting from Brussels and 
other relevant EU Institutions. As Board member since 5/2019, in particular during these Covid times, I 
have particularly active in our local Chapter activities, in speaking engagements, supporting a number of 
events, but also bringing to our members insights and hopefully valuable business insights. Within the 
Board itself, we had a significant number of exchanges during these crisis times, where I had my fair 
share of voice. 
 
My Board member term is coming to end, and I am standing here, seeking election for another 2-year 
term the Shanghai Chapter EUCCC. 
 
As Board members in the Shanghai Chapter, we have clear role in supporting our members by providing 
the necessary insights and guidance when required, leading and voicing advocacy with the right – 
constructive tone. Of course, this comes with a commitment of time and willingness to share knowledge, 
which I have demonstrated over these past 2 years. Clearly, these last 2 years where unique, and I see 
that we – in China and in Shanghai –continue to have large space to in our EUCCC strategy of: ABC – A 
for advocacy, B for Business insights and C to our member Community. 
 
I am bringing nearly 20 years of China experience, as operator in the country and advising a number of 
companies of all sizes, on how best to succeed in China. I am sector agnostic as I have the chance to get 
to know the issues of many sectors that is of interest to European Investors and Operators in China. 
 
I am true believer in our 'European" spirit and will endeavor to continue to elevate the voice for our 
European business and community ere in China. A unity voice is essential to be heard, and I'd like to be 
part of those, together with my other Board members, contributing to its formulation.  
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I have started my career in France 1988, 33 years ago, having spent a little more of 28 years outside 
France and the last 19+ years in China. My professional career before China and other than France, took 
to Hungary, Vietnam Indonesia and very briefly to the US. 
 
I am a partner with Deloitte in China, member of our Eastern Region management team, and covering 
China wide our 'Multinational Companies' business through all our service lines – from Consulting, 
through M&A, Tax & Legal, Risk and Audit services. I am also Deloitte China's Industry leader of Life 
Science & Healthcare. 
 
Born in Germany (Frankfurt), with a Swedish mother & German father, I was raised in France from the 
age of 5 onwards. I completed my post high school studies in Germany (Saarbrueken) and in France 
(Paris). I hold a Master degree in Finance & Business from University Paris Dauphine, and a Diploma of 
Political Sciences from Institut des Sciences Politiques de Paris.  
 
I am of German and French nationality, and with my wife and children, we have always been speaking 
French at our home. Our three grown up children these days live & work in Hong Kong and Paris. Most 
excitingly I am due to become 1st time grandfather anytime soon these days! 


